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Enter the Velvet Silence
A Place of Peace and Grace

Release the Burdens from Your
Mind and Heart

Elder is the Foundation of our Spiritual Center Point for this Lunar
Month. 

Our theme this month is after the fallow time of Reed we enter the
Velvet Silence of Elder. Relax the body and release the painful
experiences of the past year so that you may rest in the peace of Sacred
Silence. In the Silence we are blessed with deep healing and powerful
insights.

The Elder tree is a tree of cleansing and purging. It aids us in preparing
for our true spiritual alignment. In silence we are able to hear our
Higher Self. The messages often take shape as we leave the silent realm,
so pay attention.

                                                We say that the Darkness is the most compressed form of Light so the
Silence is the dwelling place of our answers. Allow Elder the time and space to speak to you. It seems
so counterintuitive that during the busiest of holiday times that we are advised to slow down but it is
just what we need. Take an hour out of a day and just be quiet. You will emerge refreshed and full of
the energy neede for the tasks ahead.
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Jupiteranu is the Consort of Elder and the Active Assistant
throughout this Lunar Month. 

Jupiteranu ushers us into the universal realm of Grace. Here there is a
great outpouring of love and grace how we receive it depends on our
point of view. Viewing what happens to us from the higher perspective
allows us to understand that we may not always have control over
circumstances but we can be in charge os how we respond to them. The
Great Wheel of Life pours out it blessings and we must remember to dip
in and collect what we need when we need it. It always available and
free flowing. It is a constant reminder that when the "hand" is
outstretched it is important to recognize and grasp the gifts as they
appear. Jupiteranu asks us to be active partners with our higher knowing
so reach out and take hold o the blessings.

Reviewing Elder via the Living Tree of Life

                         1. Elder sets the Foundation: her pathway extends from the Yellow 
                         Sphere Tiphareth (Beauty the Heart of the Tree) to the Deep Purple 
                         Sphere (Yesod the focal point of the Soul Triad). 

                          2. The pathway of Elder is the Hebrew letter Samekh and translates 
                           to "tent peg", it makes the tent secure and suggests that this is the 
                           foundation of our "house"and is the basis of support for our own 
                           personal "temple". "It sustains, preserves and maintains our personal existence." The
law associated with thi pathway I the Law of Adaptation which provides the energy allowing changes
to occur in which we become better suited to the environment of our existence. From the Law of
Transformation (Reed) we can see what has transformed and adapt to a new reality of existence. 

3. The Tarot card associated with Elder/Samekh is Temperance. This card talks about balance, peace,
and harmony. The Angel has one foot in the water and one foot on land maintaining balance. She is
testing the waters, helping us to evaluate and examine ourselves aiding us in creating and maintaining
the balance of our inner outer self.

4. The astrological connection is Sagittarius, the Archer. Sagittarius is driven to find meaning and
higher purpose in life striving for balance and peace inside and out. The symbol of the arrow aiming
to the heavens represents striving for higher things. The winged Centaur reminds us that Sagittarius
has an instinctual nature which should not be forgotten despite its lofty aims.
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Reviewing Jupiteranu via the Living Tree of Life

                           1. The Hebrew letter for Jupiteranu is Kaph meaning the clasped 
                            hand. It is the palm of the hand held out to receive something 
                            about to be placed in it, so the idea of grasping is combined with 
                            receptivity. Within the field of Kaph’s energy is the Conciliating 
                            Intelligence or the Intelligence of the Desirous Quest. Testing 
                            and searching and answers broadens our perception of who we 
are. This ties in with the Universal Law of Contraction and expansion because questing and testing
are done on two levels. We search for answers inside ourselves and outside ourselves. There is a time
for active searching as well as a time for quiet reflection.

2. We find Kaph/Jupiteranu two places on the Tree. It is within the Fourth World of Chesed/Mercy
and the pathway of Jupiteranu leading from Chesed to Netzach/Victory. This blue sphere is the center
point on the Pillar of Force and part of the Ethical triad receiving the energy of Chokmah and
transmitting it to Netzach via the Jupiteranu pathway. In this sphere we find the energy of pure
unadulterated love, harmony, and compassion. All Grace emanates from here. It is the realm of the
Masters, here we expand our consciousness to receive our messages through inspiration and our own
intuitive knowing.

3. The Tarot card associated with Kaph/Jupiteranu is The Wheel of Fortune it symbolizes the cycles
and phases of life. All things change, how we deal with the change is what truly matters.

4. The astrological association is Jupiter. It is the sign of good fortune, benevolence, and optimism. It
is associated with growth, expansion, healing, prosperity, and miracles. It aids us in remaining calm
and gives us the ability to cope. It influences our spiritual growth by helping us maintain optimism
and allowing us to see the bigger picture.
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Use of the Oracles of the Faces of WomanSpirit
 

I offer questions to improve our ability to uncover the encoded symbols within the Universe through
the Divination Cards of the Faces of WomanSpirit. This aids the wisdom of each lunar cycle and the
understanding of the voice of The Divine Feminine who provides the true answers through Her
oracles. 

Always take time to call forth a blessing through the agency of your deck of cards. Stir them while
you pray for Divine Insight and the Sacred Wisdom from within you to rise to your personal
consciousness. Meditate on the questions before you pull a card that represents the spiritual answers.
Your meditation aligns you with your Highest Center–Source. Once in such alignment, pull a card for
each question, but keep the card face down until all cards are pulled (this avoids any unconscious
reaction before the wisdom of your Higher Self has completed the process). 

After you turn over all cards, allow yourself to enter the inner domain of the cards as you let your
intuition answer the questions first. Then, take time to read what the book tells you about each card,
the symbolic messages, and the SEMPES messages. Journal what you learn and throughout the
month, act upon this wisdom. If you find that the messages reveal a challenge, then know this is a
month of lessons and you are the power that can create the challenge to become a reward. 

        
          Questions to ask and ponder:

          1. What does the Velvet Silence reveal to you?

          2. How might you utilize your revelations?

          3. What healing happens for you as a result of this?

          4. Who is you consort for this month?
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The Winter Solstice, the longest and darkest night of the year occurs on December 21 at 7:59 am
Pacific Time.

Warm blessings and love, 
Celeste

~Lunar Phases of Elder~ 
New Moon - December 3

 Crescent Moon - December 7
 First Quarter Moon - December 10

 Gibbous Moon - December 14
 Full Moon - December 18

 Disseminating Moon - December 22
 Last Quarter - December  26

 Balsamic Moon - December 30
 

January 2 - Birch New Moon
 

Please know these are not exact dates, but very close. 
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